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Abstract

Objectives: to design and implement mediators dedicated to access heterogeneous information sources in a homogeneous way. Method: processes translate a query into the syntax of a target source built thanks to the UMLS knowledge sources and a catalog of information sources. Communication services connect users with information sources at the point they deliver results. Results: examples show the benefits healthcare professionals may found in searching information in this way. Discussion: improvements on the current developments may be done according to the current architecture of ARIANE. Specially, the user interface should be easier to use than the present one.
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Introduction

The dramatic increase in volume and number of health information sources on the Internet creates problems for healthcare professionals. Usual tools used to search information become inefficient today. Robots produce large listings in which many results are not appropriate (low precision) and expected ones are not always present (weak recall). Indexes, directories, and portals, that register good quality information sources, tend to reduce noise, but a lack of precision remains significant. Mediation with heterogeneous information sources is a recurrent problem the scientific literature addresses [1]. The ease to retrieve information in Internet sites dedicated to health depends on their internal design. Many of them exploit now ontologies or classifications both for indexing pages and links, and for retrieving them. For instance, systems and sites such as CISMeF [2], Cliniweb [3], and HON [4], among others, manually or automatically index pages by means of MeSH and provide users with the capability to browse this classification and retrieve documents. Others, such as MedWeaver [5] and ARIANE [6], exploit the UMLS knowledge sources [7] to allow powerful search capabilities.

The aim of the project ARIANE is to provide healthcare professionals with an efficient access to information sources helpful in their daily practice [8, 9]. Users need to access expected information quickly in a seamless way. Information sources may be either integrated inside the network of their institution, or in web sites on the Internet. In all cases, the aim of ARIANE is not only to connect users with servers, but above all, to query servers directly, and then to connect users with servers at the point where they deliver results. A prototype has been implemented according to a middleware architecture [10, 11]. It consists of:

- a user interface that provides users with the ability to express their queries in a conceptual way,
- a “broker” which aim is to select sources whose descriptions in a catalog match a query,
- mediators that translate queries into the syntax of selected servers and connect users and servers, depending on these latter access characteristics.

At its own level, each component exploits UMLS knowledge sources and an “Information Sources Catalog” (ISC). This latter stores descriptions of resources content and their access characteristics. This is illustrated by Figure 1.

This paper focuses on the capabilities of mediation with various information sources that ARIANE offers to healthcare professionals and on the benefits they may find of searching information in this way.

Method

The architecture of ARIANE must be viewed as a mediation platform with existing information sources. The mediation process exploits navigation and search capabilities of these sources as far as possible. For instance, a target source can be
a web site. Some web sites propose to retrieve information in their directories by means of robots. In such cases, ARIANE activates these tools with a user's query instead of simply redirect him/her to a home page. A database server may be encapsulated inside a web site. In such a case, ARIANE formulates the appropriate SQL query that translates the initial user's query.

Figure 1. The three-tier architecture of ARIANE.

The way to access a source is a “mediator” built dynamically according to knowledge bases, translation processes, and communication services:

- The UMLS knowledge sources represent the concepts and semantic relationships. The ISC describes the mechanisms used to access a source (communication protocol, network address, …), and the type of mediator to build.

- A first process translates the concepts and semantic relationships present in a query into the corresponding terms in the vocabulary of a selected source. A second process translates a query into the syntax of the source. A third process formats a query for the exploitation by a communication service.

- Communication services operate the connection to sources. Low level techniques may be used, such as: HTTP, OLE-DB, a file server, … More sophisticated techniques can be implemented: RPC, SOAP, access to mainframes, …

In this way, a user’s query expressed by means of concepts and semantic relationships is translated into the query language of a source. If this language is rich, then the expected results will be of high quality. This is the case of PubMed, for instance whose query language is based on the MeSH hierarchy of terms. When this language is poor, the quality of listed results cannot be guaranteed. This is the case of web sites whose search tools only offers Boolean operators, and do not treat lexical variants of terms.

The ISC contains for each registered information source both a description of its content and characteristics to access it. The content description of an information source is a list a elementary conceptual graphs of the following type:

\[ [\text{Concept 1}] \rightarrow (\text{relationship}) \rightarrow [\text{Concept 2}] \]

where concepts are either generic types of concept issued from the Semantic Network (SN) of the UMLS either concepts issued from the Metathesaurus (and then attached to at least a type of concept), and the semantic relationship is issued from the SN. For instance, the web site of the French “Association Nationale des Gastro-Entérologues des Hôpitaux Généraux” [12], is indexed by the following graphs:

\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{prevents}) \rightarrow [\text{Digestive system diseases}] \]
\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{diagnoses}) \rightarrow [\text{Digestive system diseases}] \]
\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{treats}) \rightarrow [\text{Digestive system diseases}] \]

that are a representation of: prevention, diagnosis and treatment of gastro-enterological diseases (“*” means any of the concepts involved by the related relationship according to its definition in the UMLS knowledge sources). A site focused on a specific disease, such as the “Association François Aupetit” [13] specially concerned by the Crohn disease, is partly indexed in the ISC by:

\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{diagnoses}) \rightarrow [\text{Crohn disease}] \]
\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{treats}) \rightarrow [\text{Crohn disease}] \]

When a user asks ARIANE to retrieve information about “the diagnosis of Crohn disease”, represented by the graph

\[ [*] \rightarrow (\text{diagnoses}) \rightarrow [\text{Crohn disease}] \]

the broker exploits the content of the ISC. It finds, for instance, that the two above sites may give an answer. The latter allows a direct answer, when the former is less precise even though its description includes a possible answer since the Crohn disease is a kind of digestive system disease in the UMLS ontology.

To formulate its listing of sources that directly or potentially answer to a user’s request, the broker not only compares the query and the sources descriptions, but it computes, on the basis of the UMLS ontology, a semantic distance between the query elements and those involved by the sources definitions. This calculus is based on theoretical works conducted in the field of applications on conceptual graphs to query relational databases [14]. The result of this computation leads to the capability the broker has to propose the relevant sources according to a “conceptual ranking”. It prioritizes the sources whose description matches the best a query. The principle of the conceptual ranking is as follows:

- It compares the elementary graphs issued from the query to the graphs that describe each source registered in the ISC, by the mean of nomenclatures present in UMLS.

- It evaluates a “distance” (number of nodes) between concepts in the related hierarchical nomenclatures every time the matching operates successfully.
Finally, it takes into account the number of graphs that define a source and that match the query graphs.

Figure 2 illustrates the ranking of links to information sources produced by the broker as an answer to the query “diagnosis of Crohn disease”.

**Results**

The two mediation layers, that are the broker and the mediators, have been prototyped. The operating system used is Windows NT. Software and technology used are:

- Internet Information Server and ASP for the Internet communication and delivery,
- SQL Server for the data storage of UMLS knowledge sources and the ISC,
- COM for the development of components related to mediators,
- Site Server and MS-Search for indexing distant sites and information retrieval inside a local server,
- Windows Media for playing video records.

The graphical interface and the broker have been implemented according to the current, and now well known, technology. The most specific implementation issues concern the mediators that are dynamically built when connection with sources are required. Four modules are involved in the definition of a mediator:

- Vocabulary: the language(s) of the source content.
- Syntax: expression of the query in the language of the source. It is a COM object dedicated to a type of syntax: characters string with Boolean operators and use of parentheses, SQL query, …
- Electronic format: prototype of the query according to the target source characteristics. It is a COM object: ADO in the case of SQL or MS-Search, SOAP (Simple Object Application Protocol), …
- Service: the way to connect the source in a network. It is a component of the operating system: HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), SQL Server, MS-Search, …

The addition of a new source in the ISC requires to define each of these modules. XML (eXtended Markup Language) files are used to customize each of these modules. Figure 3 shows the object classes and associated XML parameters in the case of PubMed.

**Discussion**

The UMLS knowledge sources provide an operational ontology on which ARIANE internal mechanisms are based efficiently. The addition of the ISC database allows to store information sources descriptions as concepts and semantic relationships issued from the UMLS. These knowledge bases allow ARIANE to provide users to formulate queries in a conceptual way rather than in a purely syntactical way that most of the current robots offer today. Moreover, it facilitates the search process of end-users who may be unfamiliar with the query language of sources since it translates automatically their conceptual queries into the sources languages. For instance, a user unfamiliar with the PubMed query language

---

1 Windows NT, Internet Information Server, SQL Server, Site Server and Windows Media are trade marks of Microsoft Corp.
could formulate his/her query as “Crohn disease AND Diagnosis”. Such a query produces 3,219 references when limited to 1990-99. ARIANE exploits the search capabilities in PubMed definitions and produces the query “Crohn disease/diagnosis”, introducing the MeSH subheadings as defined in its PubMed mediator components. It produces 1,844 references during the same period of time, that is to say 42% fewer results.

The middleware architecture of ARIANE and the choices made for its implementation allow to index and access various types of information sources, not only located on the Internet. The design of the broker and of the mediators allow to access various kinds of documents: texts, images, videos, … The video sequence pointed in Figure 3 (MedMedia server) may be played as illustrated by Figure 4. Moreover, the design of mediators as COM objects and XML files for accessing a kind of resource permits to reuse the components every time a same kind of source must be addressed, but exploiting appropriate parameters.

**Conclusion**

ARIANE must be considered as a portal of a “second generation” that contributes to a semantic mediation with health information sources, rather than the syntactical search that current robots allow. It must be now validated by numerous end-users. To experiment ARIANE in the daily practice of healthcare professionals, its interface must be extended. Presently, a user expresses a query by means of a sequence of dialog boxes in which she/he selects concepts and relationships. An easier way could be to analyze a sentence written by a user in her/his usual language and to recognize UMLS concepts and relationships. Another way for promoting the advantages end-users may find in the use of ARIANE could be to couple it with an existing health portal, as a “plus”.

The analyze of sentences and recognition of UMLS elements should also facilitate the registration of new sources in the ISC. This could be the mean to analyze automatically the description of a source given textually by its authors and to derive its conceptual representation.
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